Suggested materials list for Nature Journaling
Feel free to bring your favorite journaling supplies. Here are some suggestions for a basic
journaling kit or additional items to include with your favorites.
Most of these supplies, from various brands, are available at stores such as AC Moore, Michael’s,
or Jerry’s Artarama. Office supply and Walmart stores also carry some of these items. Or, order
supplies online at websites such as jerrysartarama.com, dickblick.com, or amazon.com.
Journal – Watercolorists may prefer bright white paper, but cream or slightly off-white paper can
reduce glare when working outdoors. A 90 lb or heavier paper holds up better than lighter 60lb or
70 lb paper. One widely available example is the Strathmore Visual Art Journal, either the
drawing or mixed media edition.

Drawing pencils – Any HB, 2B, or softer drawing pencil.

Kneaded eraser

Paper blending stump or tortillon
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Pens – A ball point pen is fine. Or use a Pilot Precise Rolling Ball v7, Pilot G2, or similar pen to
experiment with ink wash.

Watercolor Pencils – A basic set of 12 watercolor pencils is handy. Look for Prismacolor,
Derwent, Faber-Castell brand sets online, or find a set at AC Moore or other craft/art store.

Artists brush or water brush – A medium size traditional watercolor brush is fine. Or try a water
brushes such as Pentel Aquash, Sakura Koi, Niji, Kuretake, or Xpassion. There are lots of water
brush options at amazon.com.
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Portable water color kit – You can assemble a simple 8-color travel palette for watercolor or
gouache with an empty Altoids or similar mint tin, and an empty plastic tray from a Trident or
similar pack of mint gum. Create a mixing surface by cutting the lid from a tub of yogurt or cottage
to fit the inside of the tin lid.

Use double-sided scotch tape or glue to secure the plastic tray and plastic lid mixing surface in
place in the tin. Score the bottoms of the paint wells with an x-acto or other sharp knife to give the
paint a better surface to adhere to, then squeeze a bit of your favorite colors into the eight wells.
A good selection of 8 colors would include white; bright primary yellow, red, and blue; yellowgreen; blue-green; a brown such as burnt umber; and yellow oxide or raw sienna. You can extend
your palette by putting a dab of a bright magenta in the corner of the lid to mix with white to create
bright pinks. (Mixing white and primary red yields a muddy pink!)

Dab of magenta
Plastic lid cut to fit for
a mixing surface.
Plastic mint gum tray
with 8 colors

